
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Incidence and risk factors for capecitabine-induced symptomatic 
cardiotoxicity: a retrospective study of 452 consecutive patients with 
metastatic breast cancer 

AUTHORS Polk, Anne; Shahmarvand, Nahid; Vistisen, Kirsten; Vaage-Nilsen, 
Merete; Larsen, Finn; Schou, Morten; Nielsen, Dorte 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Tom Marwick 
Baker Heart and Diabetes Institute, Melbourne Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a nicely done, descriptive paper on cardiotoxicity associated 
with capecitabine therapy for breast cancer. It is a single center 
study involving 452 patients among whom 22 had symptomatic 
cardiotoxicity, an incidence of about 5%. Of these, 11 had ECG 
changes. Cardiotoxicity was associated with comorbidities.  
The attractions of this work are;  
- it contextualizes capecitabine cardiotoxicity in the context of 5FU 
cardiotoxicity, which has been reported in 1 to 20% of patients.  
- It addresses the timing of cardiotoxicity, which occurred within the 
first cycle in 50% of instances  
The limitations are  
- definitions are required for comorbidities listed under data 
collection on page 5  
- the numbers of events are small, leading to wide confidence 
intervals, which should be expressed  
in my opinion, this is a useful observation, which is ideal for BMJ 
open, as it will produce a readily accessible record of these findings.  

 

REVIEWER Chiara Lestuzzi 
CRO, National Cancer Institute, Aviano, Italy 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Point 3: Capecitabine and 5FU cardiotoxicity may be asymptomatic, 
with very atypical symptoms or evident only during physical effort. 
Up to 50% of cases may be asymptomatic, or present with atipical 
symptoms which are easily missed. Material and methods: It is not 
clear how the patients have been cinically followed during 
chemothrapy. Apparently all had an ECG before treatment, but how 
many had ECG during follow-up even if asymptomatic? Who asked 
them about new symptoms? Nobody (only the patients who 
spontaneously reported symptoms were investigated)? The 
oncologist (maybe he missed some symptoms)? This is very 
important in assessing both the incidence of cardiotoxicity and the 
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predisposing factors.  
Point 4: the methods of screening and defining cardiotoxicity are not 
well explained (see also previuos point)  
Point 8: there are some relavant referencences mising: Robben NC 
Cancer. 1993 Jan 15;71(2):493-509; Koca D.Chemotherapy. 
2011;57(5):381-7; Saif M. Expert Opin Drug Saf, 2009; 8: 191–202; 
Sorrentino MF, Cardiol J. 2012;19(5):453-8; Kelly C, Eur J Cancer. 
2013;49(10):2303-10; Lestuzzi C, Ann Oncol 2014 May;25(5):1059-
64; Onco Targets Ther. 2014;7:1783-91. and others  
Point 9: this paper might both overestimate (patients with chest pain 
without ECG or echocardiographic abnormalities) and underestimate 
(asymptomatic or olygosymptomatic patients) the incidence of 
cardiotoxicity. They can just report the number of SYMPTOMATIC 
cardiotoxicity observed by oncologists.  
Point 11 and 12: the authors agree that retrospective studies have a 
bias. This bias (see point 9) is not a minor one, and should be better 
addressed. This retrospective study (as other retrospective studies) 
found a rather low incidence of cardiotoxicity. However, almost all 
the prospective studies found a much higher incidence. (10% in the 
paper of Jensen, ref. 26 [of note, the same author in a previous 
retrospective study quoted as ref. 16 found a 4.3% incidence of 
symptomatic cardiotoxicity]; 7.6% in de Forni M, J Clin Oncol. 1992 
Nov;10(11):1795-801; 15% in Jeremic B, J Chemother. 1990;2:264-
7; 19% in Wacker A, Oncology. 2003;65(2):108-12; 10.3% in 
Lestuzzi C, Ann Oncol 2014 ;25(5):1059-64).  
More detailed comments below: 
 
 

 Capecitabine and 5FU cardiotoxicity  may be asymptomatic, 
with very atypical symptoms or evident only during physical 
effort (ref. 18, 23; Robben NC Cancer. 1993 Jan 
15;71(2):493-509; Goldsmith YB. J Clin Oncol. 
2008;26(22):3802-4;  Koca D. Chemotherapy. 2011;57:381-
7; Lestuzzi C,  Ann Oncol 2014 ;25(5):1059-64). Up to 50% 
of cases may be asymptomatic, or present with atipical 
symptoms  which are easily missed.    Since the authors 
considered only the symptomatic cases the title should be 
modified accordingly.  

 Page 4, lines 73-75: to the best of my knowledge, an 
increased risk of capecitabine cardiotoxicity due to 
trastuzumab and anthracyclines has never been reported in 
the literature, and was not observed in the present study. 
There is no logical link between the cardiotoxicity of these 
drugs with completely different side-effects.  

 Page 5, Material and methods: It is not clear how the 
patients have been cinically followed during chemothrapy. 
Apparently all had an ECG before treatment, but how many 
had  ECG during follow-up even if asymptomatic? Who 
asked  them  about new symptoms? Nobody (only the 
patients who spontaneously reported symptoms were 
investigated)? The oncologist (maybe he missed some 
symptoms)?  This is very important in assessing both the 
incidence of cardiotoxicity and the predisposing factors. 

 Page 10, lines 138-139, and supplementary table: the lack 
of some ECG in the medical records (most importantly, the 
lack of ECG in two patients with chest pain) is a limitation of 
the study 

 Supplementary table: Some of the cases classified as 
“cardiotoxicity” are questionable, or should be better 
defined: 
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o Case n. 6 had intermittent chest pain with normal 
ECG and echo.  

o Case n. 12 had atypical symptoms and normal ECG 
o Case n. 14 had little clinical changes (maybe linked 

to the cancer?)and unchanged echo compared to 
basal; in the ECG it’s not specified which kind of 
bundle branch block. 

o Case n. 15 had already atrial fibrillation before 
chemo. How can be classified as cardiotoxicity? 

 Page 11, Risk factors:  If  we are not sure that the 430 
patients without “significant symptoms” (as reported in lines 
96-97)  actually did not have cardiotoxiciy, any attempt to 
define the risk factors has limited significance. The most 
significant risk factor was the presence of cardiac 
comorbidity; but this might be explained by the fact that  
patients with heart disease are more likely to notice and to 
report any symptom.  Both Kosmas and Lestuzzi in their 
prospective studies found different results. 

 Page 18, lines 265-267: The statements “only 50% of the 
pts have objective signs” and “Cardiotoxicity is based mainly 
on subjective symptoms” are not true. Actually, in the 
prospective studies asymptomatic ECG and 
echocardiographic changes  are rather frequent.  

 Page 219, line 286. Again, I don’t agree with the statement 
“The incidence of cardiotoxicity from capecitabine of ≈ 5% is 
close to that of 5-FU with incidences of 1%-5% in larger 
studies.” What is important is differentiating between 
retrospective studies (as the present one and the larger 
ones reported by Polke in a previous paper) who are likely 
to miss a number of cases of cardiotoxicity (all the 
asymptomatic or olygosymptomatic ones, those referred to 
oncologists who did not recognized or did not report them in 
the clinical records) and the prospective studies where the 
patients have an active follow-up with ECG, Holter 
monitoring, stress test, clinical examination by cardiologists. 
In the latters, the incidence of cardiotoxicity with 
capecitabine or 5FU continuous infusion is higher  (10% in 
the paper of Jensen, ref. 26 [of note, the same author in a 
previous retrospective study quoted as ref. 16 found  a 4.3% 
incidence of symptomatic cardiotoxicity]; 7.6% in de Forni M, 
J Clin Oncol. 1992 Nov;10(11):1795-801; 15% in Jeremic B, 
J Chemother. 1990;2:264-7; 19% in Wacker A, Oncology. 
2003;65(2):108-12;  10.3% in the paper of Lestuzzi above 
mentioned) 

 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: A retrospective study 
based only on reported and recorded symptoms in 
diagnosing a clinical condition which may be often 
asymptomatic cannot assess the incidence of that 
condition. The title should be: “Incidence… of 
symptomatic…”. In the discussion the author should 
consider that their results are different from those 
obtained in the prospective studies driven with 
cardiologic screening. One could suggest that 
asymptomatic cardiotoxicity is not relevant, but this 
should be proven (and it’s probably not true, according 
to a number of case of sudden death without previous 
major symptoms).  
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name: Dr Tom Marwick  

Institution and Country: Baker Heart and Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Australia  

Competing Interests: None  

 

This is a nicely done, descriptive paper on cardiotoxicity associated with capecitabine therapy for 

breast cancer. It is a single center study involving 452 patients among whom 22 had symptomatic 

cardiotoxicity, an incidence of about 5%. Of these, 11 had ECG changes. Cardiotoxicity was 

associated with comorbidities.  

The attractions of this work are;  

- it contextualizes capecitabine cardiotoxicity in the context of 5FU cardiotoxicity, which has been 

reported in 1 to 20% of patients.  

- It addresses the timing of cardiotoxicity, which occurred within the first cycle in 50% of instances  

The limitations are:  

- definitions are required for comorbidities listed under data collection on page 5  

 

Response: We have now outlined in the methods section, line 88-91, how comorbidities were defined.  

 

- the numbers of events are small, leading to wide confidence intervals, which should be expressed  

in my opinion, this is a useful observation, which is ideal for BMJ open, as it will produce a readily 

accessible record of these findings.  

 

Response: Confidence intervals are given in the result section. The topic (small number of events 

leading to wide confidence intervals) is now discussed in the limitation section of the discussion, line 

283-285.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name: Chiara Lestuzzi  

Institution and Country: CRO, National Cancer Institute, Aviano, Italy  

Competing Interests: None declared  

 

Point 3: Capecitabine and 5FU cardiotoxicity may be asymptomatic, with very atypical symptoms or 

evident only during physical effort. Up to 50% of cases may be asymptomatic, or present with atypical 

symptoms which are easily missed. Material and methods: It is not clear how the patients have been 

clinically followed during chemotherapy. Apparently all had an ECG before treatment, but how many 

had ECG during follow-up even if asymptomatic? Who asked them about new symptoms? Nobody 

(only the patients who spontaneously reported symptoms were investigated)? The oncologist (maybe 

he missed some symptoms)? This is very important in assessing both the incidence of cardiotoxicity 

and the predisposing factors.  

 

Response: It is indeed a challenge that cardiotoxicity from 5-FU and capecitabine may be 

asymptomatic or present with atypical symptoms (first demonstrated as asymptomatic ischemia on 

holter recordings by Rezkella et al. Clin. Oncol 1989;7(4):509-14 and later on demonstrated as effort 

myocardial ischemia by Lestuzzi et al. Annals of oncology 2014;25(5):1059-64) and further research 

on asymptomatic patients are needed to clarify the incidence and significance of asymptomatic 

findings on ECG and in biomarkers. However, it is beyond the scope of this article, since it is 

retrospective.  

We have now explained on page 5-6 (line 97-102) how the patients in our clinic were clinically 

followed for symptoms and side effects during chemotherapy and that ECGs were performed at 

baseline for all patients, but only at clinical suspicion of cardiotoxicity during chemotherapy. Thus, this 

study was not designed to investigate asymptomatic cardiotoxicity.  
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Point 4: the methods of screening and defining cardiotoxicity are not well explained (see also previuos 

point)  

 

Response: The methods of screening and defining cardiotoxicity are now further elaborated, line 102- 

106 page 5-6.  

 

Point 8: there are some relavant referencences missing: Robben NC Cancer. 1993 Jan 15;71(2):493-

509; Koca D.Chemotherapy. 2011;57(5):381-7; Saif M. Expert Opin Drug Saf, 2009; 8: 191–202; 

Sorrentino MF, Cardiol J. 2012;19(5):453-8; Kelly C, Eur J Cancer. 2013;49(10):2303-10; Lestuzzi C, 

Ann Oncol 2014 May;25(5):1059-64; Onco Targets Ther. 2014;7:1783-91. and others  

Response: We have now referred to these references suggested by the reviewer however most of 

them are reviews.  

 

Point 9: this paper might both overestimate (patients with chest pain without ECG or 

echocardiographic abnormalities) and underestimate (asymptomatic or olygosymptomatic patients) 

the incidence of cardiotoxicity. They can just report the number of SYMPTOMATIC cardiotoxicity 

observed by oncologists.  

Response: According to the reviewer’s important point, we have changed “cardiotoxicity” to 

“symptomatic cardiotoxicity” in all the sentences throughout the paper. Furthermore, we have now 

emphasized in line 290-292, that retrospective studies may underestimate the incidence of 

cardiotoxicity (see also the response to point 11 and 12 below).  

 

Point 11 and 12: the authors agree that retrospective studies have a bias. This bias (see point 9) is 

not a minor one, and should be better addressed. This retrospective study (as other retrospective 

studies) found a rather low incidence of cardiotoxicity. However, almost all the prospective studies 

found a much higher incidence. (10% in the paper of Jensen, ref. 26 [of note, the same author in a 

previous retrospective study quoted as ref. 16 found a 4.3% incidence of symptomatic cardiotoxicity]; 

7.6% in de Forni M, J Clin Oncol. 1992 Nov;10(11):1795-801; 15% in Jeremic B, J Chemother. 

1990;2:264-7; 19% in Wacker A, Oncology. 2003;65(2):108-12; 10.3% in Lestuzzi C, Ann Oncol 2014 

;25(5):1059-64).  

 

Response:  

We agree with the reviewer that the differences in incidence among the studies may partly be due to 

the retrospective design and risk of overlooking cases with mild symptoms in retrospective studies, 

which we have now discussed in line 290-292, page 19. However, other factors such as differences in 

prevalence of cardiovascular diseases in the study populations may also explain some of the 

differences in incidence of cardiotoxicity (we have discussed this in line 215-218 page 16).There are 

substantial differences among studies with respect to the prevalence of possible risk factors such as 

cardiovascular disease in the study populations (for instance, the incidence of cardiovascular disease 

and symptoms before treatment start was 31% in the study by Koca et al., Chemotherapy 

2011;57(5):381–7, and 43% in the study by Eskilsson et al, Radiother Oncol 1988;13:41–6, while it 

was only around 10% in the study by Ng et al., Eur J Cancer 2005;41:1542–6., and 0% in the study 

by Van Cutsem et al. Ann Oncol 2002;13:484–5). Furthermore, prospective studies with regular 

cardiac assessments by ECG, Holter ECG, treadmill stress test or echocardiography (Koca et al. 

Chemotherapy 2011;57(5):381–7, Wacker et al. Oncology 2003;65:108–12, Akhtar et al. Oncology 

1993;50:441–4., Jeremic et al. J Chemother 1990;2:264–7, Eskilsson et al. Radiother Oncol 

1988;13:41–6 and Lestuzzi et al. Ann Oncol 2014;25(5):1059-64) may detect more cardiotoxicity 

since they may also identify asymptomatic patients (discussed in line 216-218).  

 

Response to more detailed comments by reviewer 2:  

• Capecitabine and 5FU cardiotoxicity may be asymptomatic, with very atypical symptoms or evident 
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only during physical effort (ref. 18, 23; Robben NC Cancer. 1993 Jan 15;71(2):493-509; Goldsmith 

YB. J Clin Oncol. 2008;26(22):3802-4; Koca D. Chemotherapy. 2011;57:381-7; Lestuzzi C, Ann Oncol 

2014 ;25(5):1059-64). Up to 50% of cases may be asymptomatic, or present with atipical symptoms 

which are easily missed. Since the authors considered only the symptomatic cases the title should be 

modified accordingly.  

 

Response: The title has been changed according to the reviewer’s comments.  

 

• Page 4, lines 73-75: to the best of my knowledge, an increased risk of capecitabine cardiotoxicity 

due to trastuzumab and anthracyclines has never been reported in the literature, and was not 

observed in the present study. There is no logical link between the cardiotoxicity of these drugs with 

completely different side-effects.  

 

Response: We have deleted the sentence.  

 

• Page 5, Material and methods: It is not clear how the patients have been cinically followed during 

chemothrapy. Apparently all had an ECG before treatment, but how many had ECG during follow-up 

even if asymptomatic? Who asked them about new symptoms? Nobody (only the patients who 

spontaneously reported symptoms were investigated)? The oncologist (maybe he missed some 

symptoms)? This is very important in assessing both the incidence of cardiotoxicity and the 

predisposing factors.  

 

Response: this comment is identical to point 3. So please see our response to point 3.  

 

•Page 10, lines 138-139, and supplementary table: the lack of some ECG in the medical records 

(most importantly, the lack of ECG in two patients with chest pain) is a limitation of the study  

 

Response: We agree and we have discussed this limitation in line 295-296.  

 

•Supplementary table: Some of the cases classified as “cardiotoxicity” are questionable, or should be 

better defined:  

• Case n. 6 had intermittent chest pain with normal ECG and echo.  

• Case n. 12 had atypical symptoms and normal ECG  

• Case n. 14 had little clinical changes (maybe linked to the cancer?) and unchanged echo compared 

to basal; in the ECG it’s not specified which kind of bundle branch block.  

• Case n. 15 had already atrial fibrillation before chemo. How can be classified as cardiotoxicity?  

 

Response: We defined cardiotoxicity as “as significant symptoms of likely cardiac origin” and due to 

reviewer comments (point 4), we have further outlined our definition in line 103-105. All patients in the 

supplementary table had emerging symptoms that were interpreted as “of likely cardiac origin”. 

Unfortunately, due to missing data in medical records, we do not have additional information to further 

define the cases. Case 15 had emerging signs of incompensation (dyspnea, pulmonary congestion) 

which was not present before capecitabine treatment. Therefore the case was classified as 

cardiotoxicity.  

We have discussed the classification difficulties in the limitation section, line 275-279.  

 

• Page 11, Risk factors: If we are not sure that the 430 patients without “significant symptoms” (as 

reported in lines 96-97) actually did not have cardiotoxiciy, any attempt to define the risk factors has 

limited significance. The most significant risk factor was the presence of cardiac comorbidity; but this 

might be explained by the fact that patients with heart disease are more likely to notice and to report 

any symptom. Both Kosmas and Lestuzzi in their prospective studies found different results.  
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Response: The fact that patients with cardiac comorbidity may pay more attention to cardiac 

symptoms is already discussed under limitations (line 279-281). We have also discussed that not all 

other studies found patients with heart disease to be at increased risk (line 246-250). Tthe limitations 

of analysing risk factors are discussed in the limitation section.  

Furthermore, Kosmas et al. (J Cancer Res Clin Oncol 2008;134:75–82) did not include patients with 

any kind of heart disease in their study.  

 

• Page 18, lines 265-267: The statements “only 50% of the pts have objective signs” and 

“Cardiotoxicity is based mainly on subjective symptoms” are not true. Actually, in the prospective 

studies asymptomatic ECG and echocardiographic changes are rather frequent.  

 

Response: We have now clarified the sentences, line 275-280.  

 

• Page 219, line 286. Again, I don’t agree with the statement “The incidence of cardiotoxicity from 

capecitabine of ≈ 5% is close to that of 5-FU with incidences of 1%-5% in larger studies.” What is 

important is differentiating between retrospective studies (as the present one and the larger ones 

reported by Polke in a previous paper) who are likely to miss a number of cases of cardiotoxicity (all 

the asymptomatic or olygosymptomatic ones, those referred to oncologists who did not recognized or 

did not report them in the clinical records) and the prospective studies where the patients have an 

active follow-up with ECG, Holter monitoring, stress test, clinical examination by cardiologists. In the 

latters, the incidence of cardiotoxicity with capecitabine or 5FU continuous infusion is higher (10% in 

the paper of Jensen, ref. 26 [of note, the same author in a previous retrospective study quoted as ref. 

16 found a 4.3% incidence of symptomatic cardiotoxicity]; 7.6% in de Forni M, J Clin Oncol. 1992 

Nov;10(11):1795-801; 15% in Jeremic B, J Chemother. 1990;2:264-7; 19% in Wacker A, Oncology. 

2003;65(2):108-12; 10.3% in the paper of Lestuzzi above mentioned)  

 

Response: This comment is almost identical to point 11+12 above. So please see our discussion of 

this comment under “Point 11 and 12”. The specific sentence mentioned by the reviewer has now 

been changed to the following, which we think is correct: “The incidence of symptomatic cardiotoxicity 

from capecitabine of ≈ 5% is close to that of 5-FU with incidences of 1%-5% in larger studies.”  

 

• GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: A retrospective study based only on reported and recorded 

symptoms in diagnosing a clinical condition which may be often asymptomatic cannot assess the 

incidence of that condition. The title should be: “Incidence… of symptomatic…”. In the discussion the 

author should consider that their results are different from those obtained in the prospective studies 

driven with cardiologic screening. One could suggest that asymptomatic cardiotoxicity is not relevant, 

but this should be proven (and it’s probably not true, according to a number of case of sudden death 

without previous major symptoms).  

 

Response: We have changed the title according to the reviewer’s comments and we have already 

explained in the start of the discussion section (line 214-216) that prospective studies with cardiologic 

examinations may detect more patients with cardiotoxicity since they find asymptomatic patients. We 

do think that asymptomatic cardiotoxicity is important to study further – especially since sudden death 

occurs in some patients treated with 5-FU or capecitabine. 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Chiara Lestuzzi, MD 
Cardiology, IRCCS-CRO, National Cancer Institute, Aviano (PN), 
Italy 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Aug-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The paper in its present form is interesting and useful for the 
readers.  
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